
The provincial government, faced with pressure to guarantee a
secure wood supply to underpin the rebuilding and renewed
operation of a sawmill at Burns Lake, has committed to allocate
a new Tree Farm License (TFL) to the company. The Burns Lake
sawmill burned down as a the result of an explosion of fine dry
sawdust from pine-beetle-killed wood. 

The TFLprovides security to the company. But will it provide
security to Burns Lake?

Tree Farm Licenses allocate forest areas to corporations and
make them responsible for the long term stewardship of the
forest, for cutting plans, and for reforestation, although the lands
are still publicly owned. The danger TFLs pose is, without
adequate plans, rules, and government enforcement, the
company has every incentive to cut and sell the best wood for
immediate profit and leave the remainder for long-term
deterioration of both the ecology of the forest and of future timber
supply.

Opponents of Tree Farm Licenses have suggested that the
proposed Burns Lake allocation is just a start to a general policy
of ‘rollover’—a change from a policy of allocating cutting rights
to a given volume of wood from a certain area to a forest
company, to a policy of granting the area as a TFL to the
company.

A Bill For The Spring Session
This new policy is expected to be authorized by a bill to be
presented in the spring session of the BC Legislature, prior to
the provincial election.

The government has suggested that this ‘rollover’ policy was
recommended by the Legislature’s Special Committee on
Timber Supply in August 2012. Members of the Committee
deny that they recommended the conversion of volume-based
licenses to area-based tenures; in fact, they expressed significant
concern about the potential for privatization of areas of BC’s
forests.

A TFL is essentially permanent; on the books of a company,
it is recorded as an asset, and a significant one. It provides by
far the most secure cutting rights to publicly owned trees,
although stumpage fees are still payable to the government. A
TFL may be used as collateral for financing. It may be sold or
traded. Some critics of the ‘rollover’ policy have characterized it
as a substantial giveaway by the government.

A similar policy was proposed by the government some 25
years ago. At that time, political and public opposition forced
the abandonment of the idea.

Deficiencies & Inconsistencies
Provincial forest policy over the last few years has been
distinguished by continued reductions in the field staffing of the
Forests Ministry, leading to outdated inventory information, a
lack of research and planning, and inadequate enforcement of
regulations. It thus has become very difficult to assess the effects
of either cutting or the growth of the forests.

There appears to have been no planning of the forest
industry, leaving cutting to corporations who may have no
interest in any side effects. For example, cutting of old growth on
Cortes Island by Island Timberlands has proceeded, with timber
exported to sawmills in Washington State (who may not have
been aware of its origin); this despite public commitments on
the part of the US industry not to trade on old growth timber.
Island Timberlands, now partially Chinese owned, have not
engaged with the community.

Local Stewardship
In contrast, the government recently issued to the Canim Lake
(Tsq’escenemc) Indian band a ‘first-nations woodland license’,
giving the First Nations community long-term logging rights
and responsibilities for some 21,000 hectares of forest. This is
only the second such license issued; they may last from 25 to 99
years.

The exact terms of such licenses have not been published,
but they do create a precedent in that the rights to a forest area
have been vested in a community rather than a corporation.

The idea of community rights to a forest license is not hard
to visualize: many of BC’s forest-dependent communities serve
as the obvious centre of a clearly defined forest area. The
responsibility for the management, stewardship, and planning
and regulation of forest industry in the surrounding area can be
given to the community. Its residents will have the knowledge
and experience necessary to carry it out.

What is not immediately obvious is the type of organization
appropriate to the job; the normal strictures of local
government, with elected officials and annual budgets, may not
be suitable. What is likely suitable is the ‘social enterprise’, as
defined in amendments to the provincial Business Corporations
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Act in 2012. These define a Corporation with both financial and
social objectives. 

Its ownership and accountability could lie with a local
government or a community organization at any level; the
objectives set would include community objectives; the time
horizons set could be appropriate to both the community and
the forests themselves.

The essential innovation in this type of governance is local
public involvement in the long term objectives (social, economic,
and environmental) and in operations and employment. But it
is not merely consultation; it is, in fact, authority. 

The security belongs to the community, where it is most
needed. 0
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